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INSTALLATION 
 
Hydra CPS is designed to be installed inside each catch basin covering the outlet pipe within the 
acceptable perimeters. Hydra CPS requires entry into each catch basin for installing this product.  
 
Please follow all guidelines for working and entering a catch basin per your State and Federal 
Guidelines.  Bio Clean is not responsible for any injuries or damages that might occur during this 
installation process. 
 
Installer to determine which Hydra CPS model to install based on the following criteria: 

1. Location of connector pipe inside the catch basin to determine the screen shape 
2. Sizing of the Outlet Pipe for Connector Pipe Screen to Filter  
3.  Location of the curb opening to determine if a bypass lid is required  
4.  Treatment flow rate through the screen  
5.  Bypass requirements – typically over the screen  

 

               
 

                          U Shaped Configuration                                        L Shaped Configuration 
 

 

It is recommended that the catch basin be cleaned during time of install as the install can be used 
as opportunity to do so. Hydra CPS installation requires a debris free surface when installing to 
make sure that the CPS rests with no more than a 5MM gap on any of its edges.  
 
 
Requirements: 
 
The contractor shall furnish all labor, equipment, materials, and incidentals required to install the 
CPS and appurtenances in accordance with the contract documents. Any damage to the existing 
drainage structure (retrofit applications) or surrounding infrastructure that may need to be repaired 
to allow for proper installation of the CPS shall be considered incidental and to be paid for at no 
cost to the client. Bio Clean does offer installation services in certain areas. Please contact Bio Clean 
for more information on pre-authorized 3rd party contractors that can provide install service in your 
area.  
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The manufacturer of the Hydra CPS does provide a warranty against defects in materials and 
workmanship for a period of 3 years from the date of acceptance by the Engineer. The Hydra CPS 
also carries a 2-year warranty on installation.  
 
 
Components:  
 

 
 
 
Tools:  
 

 Marker – Sharpie  

 Tape Measure  

 Hammer (recommend 2lbs sledge hammer)  

 RotoHammer w/ 3/8” x 6” concrete bit 

 9/16 Wrench  

 Impact Drill with 9/16 socket (not required)  
 
 
Hardware:  
 

 3/8” x 2 ¾” Wedge Anchors  

 3/8” x 1 ½” Nuts & Bolt, Washers 
 
 
Installation:  
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1. Carefully lower the Modular CPS unit through the manhole opening. 
2.  Position the Modular CPS so it is evenly spaced around the connector pipe, ensuring a 

minimum of 4” spacing away from any corners. 
3.  Mark the hole locations on the wall for the stainless anchor bolts.  
4.  Drill holes and hammer the bolts in place  
5.  Secure the Hydra CPS using stainless nuts. 
6. If the bottom of the base exposes more than a 5 mm gap, then an additional face strip may 

be fastened to the base channel using stainless tek screws or rivets. This base face strip 
matches the length and contour of the base screen. 

 
 

 

 

 
 

For Installation Support  
Please Contact Us At: 

760-433-7640 
stormwater@forterrabpm.com 


